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that have been suggested as evidence of living, breath-
ing life on Mars. 

Evidence of Life on Mars: Real or Fantasy? 

 

SM42. "The Spider-crab of Mars" (5cm) – Curiosity Rover 
Region:  Gale Crater, Sol 710 Aug2014; found by Will Farrar 

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS; graphics: SecretMars 
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This very strange object was first noticed on an image 
from the Curiosity rover by researcher Will Farrar. It was 
later re-processed by others to try and bring out more 
detail from the picture, after which it then appeared to 
reveal a bizarre and quite dangerous looking ‘spider-
crab’ creature, complete with several legs and a scor-
pion-like tail (SM42)! 

However, when we have a go at working out the actual 
size of the thing - and I estimated it to be not much 
more than 5cm - this fearful image drops considerably 
on the human danger-level barometer. 

But what do we really have here in this NASA picture? 

As a potential discovery of an exotic life-form or plant 
on Mars, the importance of accurate and correct ‘image 
enhancement’ really begins to matter, and the question 
needs to be asked if the detail in this picture was per-
haps more so ‘embellished’ rather than enhanced, pos-
sibly exaggerating the limited detail that is there, rather 
than revealing its true nature.  

Because, as we can see from the original NASA image of 
this thing (SM42.1), there is not much definition or clar-
ity in the picture, and when zooming in close to this ob-
ject, blocky, linear, JPEG compression artefacts begin to 
dominate. 

Keith Laney a digital imaging and software applications 
specialist and MOC image processor for the NASA-Ames 
MOC MER 2003 Landing Sites Project, has critiqued sev-
eral notorious images that have fallen foul to deliberate 
exaggeration by certain parties.56 These were people 
who were looking to attract media attention and adver-
tising revenue through YouTube by promoting deliber-
ately falsified images. 
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In short, they knew that by inventing a ‘creature’ from a 
NASA image, they would get a rush of public and media 
interest. Such poor behaviour damages the credibility in 
the public eye of this kind of research, lending fuel to 
those who want to rubbish the more serious finds. 

 
SM42.1 "The Spider-crab of Mars" (original NASA image) 
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You can see therefore quite clearly see how the picture 
of this ‘spider-crab’ has been artistically fashioned 
(SM42) from the raw data of the original image 
(SM42.1). The most disappointing thing is that hidden in 
the shadow of this rock crevice could well be a mysteri-
ous living creature or some kind of vegetation if it’s not 
just an eroded rock feature. Hopefully, the Curiosity 
rover will revisit this site at a later date and get a closer 
look at this oddity . . . if it’s still there. 

 

SM43. "The Ghost lady of Mars" (10cm) – Curiosity Rover 
Region: Gale Crater, Sol 1001 May 2015 

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS; graphics: SecretMars  

Another picture that received excessive media 
attention, was a mysterious ghostlike female image 
(SM43). This appeared widely in fun articles that played 
on ridiculing the ‘paranormal fantasy folk’, who of 
course gullibly believe in such things don’t they? 

It would be reassuring now and again to see journalists 
do some genuine research on this subject so as to 
provide their readers with some real information rather 
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than pander to creating inane stories. But the puppet 
strings seem to be pulling in only one direction when it 
comes to how the media choose to present the subject 
of life on Mars to the public. 

 

SM43.1 "The Ghost lady of Mars" (NASA original) 

Revealing the truth about this picture is not difficult. As 
with all the NASA rover pictures, all you need to know is 
the name of the rover which took the picture (Curiosity) 
and the Martian day upon which the image was taken 
(Sol 1001) which you then take to the NASA raw image 
database.57 Displayed before you will be all the images 
taken on that day by the Mastcam, and in time se-
quence. You are then free to click open and scrutinize 
every picture until you find what you are looking for. 

The “Ghost lady” appeared on several images and cru-
cially at different times of day, so that you can track any 
change in light and shadows, which is key to working 
out what went on here. As the time sequence of images 
shows, what we simply have is a rock that changed its 
appearance as and when the light fell upon it at differ-
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ent times of the day and caused various ‘shadow play’. 
The rest was left up to the human imagination and our 
natural instinct to identify well-known shapes in ob-
jects, especially human features. 

 

SM43.2 "The Ghost lady of Mars" (time-lapsed) 
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Here is another object that caused quite a stir when it 
was first discovered (SM44). Most people saw it as a 
woman or ‘mermaid’ sitting daintily perched on the 
edge of a rock with her arm raised, but . . . once again 
she must be rather small . . . because you see, the dis-
tance from the camera on the Spirit rover is about five 
metres away, making this object barely 5 cm tall, about 2 
inches! 

    

SM44. "The Statuette lady of Mars" (5 cm) – Spirit Rover 
Region: Gusev Crater, Sols 1364-67 Nov 07; found by Marcela Bravo 

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/Cornell 

Well, there are some people who believe that tiny folk 
live on Mars, but if that were the case then this object 
almost certainly isn’t one of them. You see for the cam-
era to take this image, the object needed to have stood 
absolutely still for a full minute or so while the picture 
was being taken. Reason being that the image is com-
posed of blue, green and infrared filters and each shot 
requires a pause in between.58 Furthermore, the 
Navcam camera onboard Spirit had also taken a shot of 
this panorama three days previously - and the figure 
had not moved at all from its position. 

This confirms to me that it is not a life form. However, 
the possibility remains that it could be a small statuette 
or figurine. 

Given what we are about to present to you in the next 
chapter I would certainly not rule out the possibility that 
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miniature figures or works of art may be found on the 
surface of Mars. In this case, however, the “Statuette 
lady of Mars” is probably just a piece of odd-shaped, 
weathered rock. 

Now let’s come face to face with the most serious sub-
ject of this book: evidence for a civilization that once 
existed on Mars. 
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- End of Sample – 

 
2017 Revised Edition: 350 pages, 166 Black/White images 
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